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About Us
Selecting exotic hues and patterns in home furnishing items are great ways to enhance the
overall decor. Ours is a manufacturing agency working towards meeting ﬂourishing demands
of the home furnishing industry. Mansha & Sons Handloom is captivating many potential
customers around several markets with its exquisite range of products that is easy on their
pockets. Our unmatchable portfolio of soft furnishing products goes well with prevalent
requirements of modern buyers. We concentrate on offering our manufactured and traded
essentials in the market for easily meeting customers requirements.
Our manufacturer based enterprise dealing in soft furnishings and allied items has armed
itself with necessary machines and instruments. This way, we produce soft furnishings that
unveil unmatchable quality standards and helps us maintain trust of many customers. We
also charge inexpensively for our Super Soft Mink Blanket, King Size Bedsheet, Double Bed
Sheet, Glace Cotton Bed Sheets, Double Quilt, Decorative Cushion and several other items
for serving customers with multiple budgets in the industry.

Quality at the Top
SAs a responsible manufacturing entity, we give our hundred percent in every task to ensure
that only premium goods are designed and developed by us. In our modern production set-up,
we make use of high grade textile and other material to produce an attractive range of
Imported Super Soft Mink Blanket, 3D Bed Sheets Fabric, Glace Cotton Bed Sheets, etc.
After the production of these home textile items, they are thoroughly examined by our group
of quality controllers. Using advanced testing instruments and tools, our analysts properly
examine the end products on the parameters of softness, colorfastness, easy to wash &
maintain, precision in designs and varied others.

Infrastructure
We have a modern design infra sprawling across a massive piece of land. It is this setup
which provides more than the basic help to boost our manufacturing business by supporting
us accomplish all types of orders without losing grip on deadlines. Our company has installed
in near about each business department modernized machines. Due to this, we can meet
demands pertaining to heavier orders in a swift manner. We have storekeepers who watch
over our storing process, also incorporating appropriate material handling equipment in the
works. From product warehousing to delivery at customers doorsteps, we maintain strictest
emphasis on product safety.
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Our Products

King Size Shaneel Bed Sheet

Cotton Printed Bed Sheets

3D Printed Bed Sheets

Printed Bedsheet

Comforter Set

Glace Cotton Bed Sheets

Imported Super Soft Mink Blanket

Super Soft Mink Blanket

Super Soft Mink Blanket
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3D Bed Sheets Fabric

3D Digital Print Bed Sheet Fabric

Double Quilt

Flannel Blanket

Duvet Bedsheet Set

Glace Cotton Duvet Set

Diwan Cover

Decorative Cushion

Super Soft Mink Blanket
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Contact Us
Plot No. 228, New Vikas Nagar, Tehsil Camp,
Near Amarwani Vastra Bhandar Gali, Panipat - 132103,
Haryana, India
manshahandloom@gmail.com
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